Surreal haze.
Two iconic photographs come to mind
when I think of Australian beaches and our
relationship to them. The first is Max Dupain’s
tranquil-toned Sunbaker (1937). The artist
said that ‘it was a simple affair… one of my
friends leapt of out of the surf and slammed
down on the beach for a sunbake’.1 This
well-known image depicts an important
shift in Dupain’s practice, a migration from
avant-garde photographic investigations to
a focus on reality and form. Dupain believed
that the role of photography was to nurture
an understanding of our lives and ourselves.
Sunbaker captures a carefree moment, taken a
few years before World War Two was declared
and everyday life changed.
Fast forward to Mallacoota, Victoria, January
2020. Allison Marion photographs her masked
son, steering their boat to safety. Hundreds
of residents and holidaymakers seek refuge
and protection along the ocean’s shore. A
burnt orange hue stains the smoke-drenched
landscape. This single image summarises the
recent catastrophic Australian summer, when
the notional effects of climate change became
a first-hand, hard-hitting reality. At the same
time, South Australian photographers Rosina
Possingham and Brianna Speight commenced
the Artist-in-Residence program at Sauerbier
House.
Aware of the devastating bushfires ravaging
nearby Cudlee Creek and Kangaroo Island,
the pair began to reflect on how we engage
with the beach during times of crisis. We
escape to the beach during the summer
holidays and congregate there to seek both
refuge and relaxation at the end of a long day.
However, as the Romantics understood, we
have an ambivalent relationship with the sea,
‘seeming, in an evening of calm, to suggest
a peace beyond understanding, but in storm
one of the most formidable agents of inhuman,
destructive powers in Nature’.2 In order to enjoy
the coast’s quieting effects, we also have to
prepare ourselves for its elements. It is from
here that Possingham and Speight’s new body
of work, ZINC, takes it cue.

Speight’s visual arts practice playfully
interprets themes of femininity and the
self through performative photography
to reimagine her own experiences, while
Possingham’s practice uses graphic design
techniques to explore concepts of mapping to
convey personal stories. The artists reached
out to local swimming centres and the Port
Noarlunga community for participation in
the project. They sourced pre-owned and
displaced beach materials to repurpose
across a series of workshops. Here, young
participants were encouraged to create beach
outfits for the future, considering how they
might shield themselves from climate change’s
rising temperatures in 2050. Together, the
resulting body of work thoughtfully interweaves
their individual practices with community
engagement to present vibrant, lively, and
humorous snapshots of what our future beach
culture may look like.
ZINC draws attention to our need for protection
from the heat, and for visibility and buoyancy
when in aquatic environments. Cutting through
the summer haze and disrupting the subdued
natural tones, fluorescent, hi-vis rashies,
snorkels, goggles, umbrellas and inflatable
objects punctuate and litter Port Noarlunga’s
coastal terrain. An array of abstract, manmade
shapes dot the beach and accumulate in lost
property bins.
These materials were collected, scanned,
and digitally manipulated to create the
project’s foundational graphic banner
– a riot of contrasting pink and yellow
contours and textures. The collaborative
and spontaneous nature of the residency
resulted in a performative project. Children
squeal with excitement as they leap from
the jetty, immersing themselves underwater.
Each is adorned with their future swimsuits
and buoyancy aids, ironically patterned with
warning labels sourced from a myriad of
inflatable toys. Treading water, they swirl on
the threshold between danger and safety, their
camouflaged bodies lost amidst the chaos, as a
joyous underwater disco ensues.

On dry ground, ZINC manifests as a series of
electric and kitsch still-life portraits of what
the artists have come to call ‘suspended
objects’. These are assemblages made from
discarded beach paraphernalia that have been
repurposed for a new function and a new
future. Yellow paddles are sewn to teaspoonsized spades, while flamboyant frisbees hang
from lensless goggles, and snorkels protrude
from candy-colour floating noodles. These
obscure pairings satirically highlight the absurd
designs and objectives of these items, as well
as our need to reconfigure our bodies in order
to enjoy the ocean’s remedial qualities.
Possingham and Speight’s surreal, playful
renditions offer moments of relief from the
bleak environmental and political predicament
we find ourselves in. As the climate emergency
takes hold, how will our bodies evolve and
adapt? Will technological augmentation help
us? Will the heat become so extreme that we
need to coat every limb in SPF 150+ luminous
zinc oxide? It seems more likely that we may
not be able to visit the beach at all, let alone
lounge in the sun as Max Dupain’s sunbaker
once did. Memories of pleasant summer days,
and restorative evening swims, could be lost to
a never-ending summer haze.
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